INTRODUCTION
============

Malaria is one of the most important mosquito-borne infectious diseases. This tropical infection is still the present public health threat of the world. Annually, thousands of malarial cases are reported from around the world, and many death cases can be seen. In general, the complications of malaria can be expected and this is the primary issue in malarial management. Several organs can be affected in complicated malaria, and the eye can also be affected. The ocular manifestations of malaria are an interesting issue in ophthalmology \[[@B1]\]. The problem of the retina is that malaria can be seen but is usually forgotten. Indeed, the problem can be severe and should be the focus in tropical ophthalmology. In a recent report from Africa, it was found that retinopathy was not rare and there are many forms of retinopathy including "retinal whitening, haemorrhages, unique vessel abnormalities, papilloedema, and cotton wool" appearances \[[@B2]\]. It is also noted that ophthalmoscopy can be helpful in managing cases of severe malaria as a useful tool for the early diagnosis of cerebral malaria \[[@B3]\]. Beare et al. concluded that "Studies of the retina and retinal blood vessels provide an unparalleled opportunity to visualise an infected microvasculature and its effect on neural tissue *in vivo*" \[[@B4]\]. In this article, the author briefly summarises and comments on the present hypothesis for malarial retinopathy.

HYPOTHESES
==========

**Relative hypoxia and reversible intracellular oedema**

In malarial infection, the primary affected cells are the erythrocytes. Hence, it is not surprising that the loss of function of red blood cells can be expected. An important function of red blood cell is carrying oxygen, so the disturbance of oxygenation in malarial patients can be expected. Sequestered erythrocytes infected by *Plasmodium falciparum* are common, which could be the explanation for the hypoxic insult \[[@B5]\]. Vessel occlusion and filling defects might be important problematic outcomes of the sequestration of infected erythrocytes \[[@B6]-[@B7]\]. According to a recent report by Beare et al., it was found that the retina problems in malarial patients were not related to the visual acuity loss \[[@B5]\]. The reversible retinal pathology was also observed \[[@B5]\]. Indeed, ischaemia due to hypoxic insult is an important pathological state that can be seen in both the retina and eye of patients with severe malaria \[[@B8]\]. The ERG study also confirmed the ischaemic pattern of the retina in cases of malarial retinopathy \[[@B9]\]. The significant observed pattern of ERG is a cone b wave function \[[@B9]\].

**Nutritional deficiency as underlying factor for malarial retinopathy**

Some scientists do not agree with the concept of hypoxia and occlusion due to sequestrated red cells. Hero et al. observed that the "blood-retina barrier and retinal vascular flow remain substantially normal despite widespread pathological features" . This is against the hypothesis of hypoxic insult. Hero et al. proposed that nutritional deficiency should be the cause of retinal impairment in malarial retinopathy \[[@B10]\]. The roles of some nutritional problems are mentioned due to their relationships with malarial retinopathy. Folate deficiency is mentioned as a cause of retinal haemorrhage in severe malaria \[[@B11]\]. It is reported that malarial cases with anaemia have a higher chance to develop malarial retinopathy \[[@B12]\]. Also, Lewallen et al. reported that malarial retinopathy "is associated with low serum vitamin A levels" \[[@B12]\]. The underlying vitamin A deficiency-related retinal problems are thought to be a factor that aggravates the severity of malarial retinopathy \[[@B13]\].

CONCLUSION
==========

At present, there are many hypotheses that explain the pathophysiology of malarial retinopathy. The supportive evidences for each theory support the proposed hypothesis. The exact pathophysiology still needs further studies for verification. The exact process might be complex and based on a number of hypotheses.
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